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Query/Comment
Live in Lydney.  Been coming up to Cinderford.  Use microfiche.  Highly valuable.  Fell that politicians have not heard – Short term ill 
considered.  Does not feel that in this social-economic are a community library would work.  Need to think about the long term impact.  The 
position will improve but we will not be able to get services back.  Too far, too quick and too ill considered.  Concerned that there is a deep 
seated feeling that Forest residents are getting a poorer deal.  (concern that Lydney staff not able to say anything about what a Library 
Express is)  Explained overall hours and proposals.  Believes that current value of agricultural lands are very valuable – we are looking to 
remove only ¼ of these figures.  Feel we do have some communities in the Cotswolds who could do community libraries but it will not apply 
everywhere.  Interested in whether a compromise could be made.  Access to TALIS & Peoples Network?  Staff & volunteers?  Do not believe 
that no changes should happen.
FRDC merging with Glos College, could be partnership and stock links between college and libraries.   Sees the value of library service.  
Concern about Cinderford and ability for them to set up a community run library, reliable group of volunteers, trained and sustainable.  
Funding a problem.  Youth service also closing – lack of transport.  Lots don’t have access to car.  Do see Mitcheldean as active community.  
Bus fare from Cinderford to Gloucester.  Written to city councillors.  Should make Cinderford a Library Express.  Combined impact of 
Cinderford and Mitcheldean will leave a big gap.  No job centre in Lydney anymore, people rely on the computers.  Youngsters from Acorn 
house come in.  If Youth Service closes in Lydney, college should talk to the library service, could we combine computers.
Would they have to collect from Coleford? Not a huge amount of choice.  Would be interested in alternative ways to run book clubs.
Family history research and local history.  Lives very locally, visits regularly.  Copies of old papers.  Lot of money has gone into collecting 
stock and newspapers.  Microfilm reader needs a hood on it.
Cinderford is well used by a lot of people.  Difficult area in the forest.  Lots on unemployed.  Need to use PCs for job hunting.  Difficult to get 
to other places without cars. (1 Hour to Coleford on the bus)  Doesn’t feel that people here have the expertise to provide a library service.  
Library is seen as the hub of the community that holds everything else together.  Can understand the need to save money and the bigger 
picture.  Feels that Cinderford should be a Library Express.
Does not feel that Cinderford would have enough people to volunteer to run a local library and funding/grants will not be available.  Travel 
costs are too high from Coleford to Cinderford (bus fare £2.50).  Using Library for stock,  IT.  Believes that this is vandalism. Could this 
library stay with reduced hours.  Youth, swimming pool, other services.  Don’t feel that people in Cinderford and Dean are being treated 
fairly.  It should not be politically motivated.  Would be interested in volunteering.
Mobility difficulties and may need support to get to a library club.  Preference is to keep a library near Cinderford, open part of the week, 
pay half the bus fares for those we do not get a discretionary bus pass.  Charge for membership.  Big meeting disappointing.  Not enough 
information.
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Query criteria and explained.  Worried about the strategic context.  Needs professionals.
Homelink user.  Concessionary fares.  Wants Cinderford to keep what it’s got.
Think we’ve been overspending. Discard books too soon.  Are we trying to do too much and could we add hours.  Co-ordinate opening 
hours and extend them.  Use volunteers in Libraries to extend hours.  Difficulties with transport and bus services.  Some areas only have 1 
bus a week.
Think the Library should remain open.  Serves a bigger area which will be especially of concern if others close.
Keep Library open part time along with Coleford.  Poor area can’t maintain a community Library.  Query about Library computers re how 
achieved.
Worried that no-one is coming forward.  Volunteers & impact on Unemployment and Job Seekers Allowance.  Concern don’t CRB check.  
Public lending rights for authors.
Come every week to the Library.  Literacy.  Lots of books.    People working want it open evenings and Saturdays.  Want to see exactly what 
the money is being spent on – less important things than Libraries.  Not being consulted properly.  Not enough detail.
Keep some presence in Cinderford, deserves same status as Lydney.  Recognise the need for cuts but not reasonable to expect this 
community to run this Library. Knock on effect on the town in terms of regeneration.  
Children don’t have access to the internet at home.  Knock on effect on traders if people go to Coleford.  Want to keep this community 
resource, should re-think totally.
Pay our Council Tax and expect the service.  Use the Library a lot.  A lot of people can’t travel.  The council ‘is’ the community
Why Coleford?  Cinderford can’t raise the funds and has not got the volunteers.  Cost of travel for a family to get to another Library – Adult 
£4.60, child £3.10.  could share the hours across the Libraries and Cinderford stay open.
School group would be no longer able to attend.  Represent a group of special needs adults who use the Library a lot.
Distress at closing Cinderford Library.  Driving, parking and travel costs.  Carbon footprints.  No good bus service to Coleford.  We’re 
disappointed about it.  Computer is important to people.  Has a social function and can get advice about how to research.  Need to 
introduce children to books and to develop the reading experience.  Money mismanagement at Shire Hall.
Deprivation factors should have been prioritised.  Why should we be paying extra for a Library service when others don’t have to?  
Ridiculous closing the library.  Not counting other local populations.  What happens if it goes wrong?  Internet area for children to do their 
homework.  Local history.
Want this area to have a Library, deprivation factors education and learning.  Can understand need for cutting costs but can’t expect this 
area to sustain a community run Library.  A Library is a local right.  Would like it considered if we close that we provide a facility elsewhere 
e.g. Belle Vue Centre.
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Against closing Libraries
Against closing Libraries.  Saving money is OK but 3 issues.

1. Adult education & Libraries
2. Youth – Splinters centre
3. Libraries are more than books and need to be at the heart of a community development.

 
Insufficient resources in Cinderford to keep Library going.  Sustainability.  Cinderford has lots of illiteracy plus deprivation and lots of other 
issues.  Transport – can’t get to Coleford after school.  Insufficient pool of volunteers.  Cluster of Libraries in Gloucester yet we are cut off in 
Cinderford.  In breach of the act.  Nearest is the furthest away. Suggested by the MLA, Buckinghamshire won’t work and it doesn’t work in 
the poor areas in France.
Children need Libraries.  Including virtual Libraries.  Lots are already run by volunteers.  Expensive bus routes, difficult public transport.
Reduce hours in all the area Libraries in order to keep this service open.  Efficient and comprehensive  service.  Community socially deprived 
but opposed to offer.
Children & access to the Library.  Elderly access – need the library open.  Not everyone has a computer.  Not everyone drives a car.  
Volunteers are being told that they can’t volunteer on jobseekers allowance as they might not be available for work.
Good resource for children & for children younger than the reading age, e.g. baby singing group.  Library programme of activities for 
children.  Transport problems.  Meeting place.  Youth services.  Regeneration generally.
Community Library won’t happen.  Not physically capable of running a Library
Use of language – exciting opportunity is wrong.
Computer criteria acceptable
Things get taken away from Cinderford, children don’t have access to books, transport very difficult, never go to Coleford, village access – 
need a connection.  Want to keep this building as a Library.
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Local to Cinderford and Newnham but use Tuffley and Matson as works there.  Cinderford needs the same status as the other FOD towns 
with a minimum of a Library Express.  Large population and social deprivation.  Children need libraries and literacy and there is no other 
supporting mechanism beyond schools.  Social inclusion, problems re drugs.  Important for pre-school development.  Many people without 
IT access.  Needs fair treatment.  Local Libraries is the Big Society.  All treated democratically and fairly.  Use Libraries daily, observed all 
staff are very skilled in dealing with all customers, volunteers are not going to be able to replicate.  Social Deprivation is complicated.  IT 
needs human intervention.  Public transport infrastructure not up to this.  Limits children’s independence.  Preventative role.  In FOD lots 
are not in mainstream education so children & parents use the Library service to support them.  Why is Hereford not closing anything yet 
Gloucestershire is taking 43% whilst the cuts nationally are 28%.  I pay taxes and want my Library service.
Not supporting the community offer.  Don’t feel that this solution is comprehensive under the Act.  Won’t be an effective service.  
Transport not up to supporting travel to Coleford & Newent etc.  Retain Cinderford as an express and reduce Coleford and Newent if 
necessary.  Protest at proposals for Cinderford.  Ludicrous to keep Coleford open to the same extent – Keep Cinderford as is.
Community can’t run the Library.  2 buses to get to Coleford.  Cinderford unfairly targeted, everything is being withdrawn.  Want reduction 
in Council Tax if it happens.
As above.
Glos & Chelt has concentration of Libraries where there is good transport & infrastructure.  Rural areas are disadvantaged.  Cinderford 
needs its Library.  Cradle to grave service.
As above.  Consultation is a sham -decisions have been made already.
Have never lived in a town without a Library.  Bucks model not appropriate for the town.  Without a Library system children’s education 
couldn’t have been supported given their interests.  Gloucester is the only viable alternative in public transport terms.  Borrow 8+ books at 
a time, can’t carry them.  Vulnerable, elderly people need to be supported locally.  Aren’t enough motivated, able, skilled people to create 
community Library, will end up a charity swop shop.
Library invaluable, can only use large type, need intervention of skilled staff. Town of high unemployment should not be removing service.  
PCs used by people applying for jobs & housing.  Council tax already pays.  Don’t want to have amateur volunteers.  Devalues the whole 
town.  Essential community space and service.
Cinderford needs its Library.  Should be investing in society and local community who need help.  Lots of elderly people who can’t get to 
other sites for the service.
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Denies access to service.  Impractical to transport elderly and frail (people over 90 years old) to Coleford or Lydney to Library clubs.  
Community can’t afford to find £15K to fund premises.  Cinderford is the most deprived area in the FoD and part of Gloucestershire.  Many 
don’t have PC access to virtual Library.  Not enough volunteers to go round, not affluent like other communities.
Percentage of back office staff.  No new appointments, redundancy for all over 58.  Start up budgets not enough.  We do volunteering 
already e.g. WI, churches, and charity shops.  We have already spent hours saving money.  Virtual Library is not a replacement.  We need a 
flagship Library and that should be Cinderford.  Bream etc can shut.  Plans wholly unacceptable.  We need a resource centre in the area.  
2 buses to get to Coleford.  Transport too difficult and too expensive.  And there are due to be more cuts to transport.  Need to preserve 
Library in Cinderford.  Cinderford has lowest car ownership in the forest.  Will increase social and literary deprivation.  Volunteers can 
add value but shouldn’t replace professional staff or services.  Need continuity and commitment.  Youngsters who volunteer may not get 
benefits as they are unavailable for work.
Knee jerk reaction – destruction of service.  Scandal that such high deprivation is being ignored, taking the easy option – very little savings 
for complete decimation of the service.  Put Express in Cinderford, use alternative venue if necessary.  Reduce Coleford and Newent to save 
Cinderford.  Will have economic impact too as if people are forced to travel they will also shop there etc.  Difficult enough already to get 
volunteers.  There aren’t enough to go round.
Library is vital for those with younger children who can’t afford to buy books.  Happy to help but not to fund and set up own system.  
Don’t see how community can do this.  There is already a shortage of volunteers.  Can’t replace quality service we have now.  Cinderford 
is bottom of the pile.  Has too many needs and problems and needs support.  Youth provision also being removed.  Appalled at whole 
situation and decisions.
Reduce saving to be made and let rest of GCC absorb.  Increase use of volunteers and reduce staffing to maintain service in existing 
buildings.  Reduce scope of service to enable core to be maintained.
Computer access.  People of Cinderford feel marginalised.
Support to Library.  Every community needs a Library.  Waste of resources.  Could just reduce hours.  Needs taking into the county system.  
Paying twice for stock.  Volunteers yes.  Books should be provided.  Losing the expertise of the staff & jobs.  Books are important but stock 
not really.  Can order form central system.  People with disabilities - computer use books, communication, helping skills and development.  
Won’t go to Coleford, might go to Gloucester.
Library users.  Mitcheldean Library - transport not very good.  Will affect the economic viability of Cinderford.  Don’t want to lose 
everything, should at least be on a par with Lydney that way we can expand.  Adult education important.  Bus fare to Lydney £4.60, child 
£3.10
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Could say no to cuts.  Unison.  Starving the community.  Bring the cuts in gradually.  Surveys required.  Westbury on Severn – use 
Cinderford.  Would take 2 buses to get to Coleford.  CO2 emissions.   Main Libraries could be redistributed.  Concurs with town clerk.  
Training of volunteers difficult.  Too many things want volunteers.  Can’t do it in poorer areas.  We feel like the dumping ground.  See the 
other issues.  Many things have moved to Coleford e.g. police.  Real Foresters are insular.  This would be a disaster for the town.  Children 
and students have a lack of computers at home.
Ridiculous to shut down Library.  Virtual Library hopeless.  Public transport to Coleford not very good.  Should have a Library.  Other 
issues.  Need to look at the community and the need.  People from Mitcheldean etc. Will use Cinderford.  Active library club.  Needs to be 
increased.  Story time.  Access.
 

 

 


